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Weekly Economic Review - Week ending February 27, 2021 
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DFM 2,527.48 2,576.32 -1.90%  USD/INR 73.6000 72.5500 +1.45% 

ADX 5,633.66 5,642.85 -0.16%  EUR/USD 1.2073 1.2117 -0.36% 

SENSEX 49,099.99 50,889.76 -3.52%  USD/JPY 106.56 105.43 +1.07% 

NIFTY 14,529.15 14,981.75 -3.02%  USD/CNY 6.4800 6.4900 -0.15% 

DOW 30,932.37 31,494.32 -1.78%  Gold 1,732.55 1,783.37 -2.85% 

NASDAQ 13,192.35 13,874.46 -4.92%  US 10-year 1.4400 1.2990 +10.85% 

S&P 500 3,811.15 3,906.71 -2.45%  Brent Crude 64.35 61.88 +3.99% 

 

UAE cabinet restores the daily trading limits in shares 

According to the statement issued by the Abu Dhabi and Dubai markets, the stocks listed on the 

UAE’s bourses will have their limit cap being restored to 10% from the current 5%. The change will 

come into effect from 28th February. 

The new cap means that share prices of each listed company can now drop by a maximum of 10%, 

instead of 5%. 

The Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA) had changed the daily limit to 5% in March 2020, in 

order to contain extreme volatility triggered by the outbreak of coronavirus. 

 

Surge in Middle-East M&A activity in 2020, bucking the global trend 

According to the report released by PwC, the merger and acquisition (M&A) deals in the Middle East 

posted a 6% surge whereas the worldwide volumes for completed deals fell 9% compared to 2019. 

According to the report, in the year 2020, overall, 235 deals were completed in the region, compared 

with 221 in 2019. More than half (117) of these deals were valued at less than $100 million, based on 

the 136 deals with disclosed values, with six deals worth more than $1 billion. 

The team of analysts see customer centricity, digital transformation and localization of supply chains 

as some of the key factors which will influence the M&A strategy of businesses and investors across 

the region. 

 

FPIs remain net buyers into Indian equity markets for the 2nd consecutive month 

According the data released by the depositories, the Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) remained to 

be net buyers for the second consecutive month in this calendar year. FPIS have pumped in Rs 

23,663 crore in Indian equity markets on account of positive sentiments due to Union Budget and 

strong quarterly earnings reported. 

Foreign portfolio investors (FPI) invested a net Rs 25,787 crore into equities but pulled out Rs 2,124 

crore from the bonds market during February 1-26. Last month, the total net investment stood at Rs 

14,649 crore. 

 

UK labor market stabilizes, yet far from recovery 

The latest UK jobs data provides further evidence that the jobs market stabilized in the final weeks of 

2020, following a turbulent autumn. The latest data shows that the unemployment rate to settle 
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slightly above 5% - around a percentage point above its pre-virus level. This is also the highest in 

nearly five years. 

The Bank of England has said it thinks the unemployment rate will jump to almost 8% in mid-2021 

after the furlough scheme ends. 

Pay growth was the strongest since 2008. Total pay including bonuses rose by 4.7% in the October-

December period compared with the same three months of 2019. 

 

Euro zone inflation rebounds sharply in January 

Eurozone inflation rose 0.9% YoY for the month of January, the highest levels since February last 

year. 

Core inflation stood at 1.4% YoY. Higher energy prices, some supply-side disruptions and bottlenecks 

as well as higher prices for services are the drivers behind higher headline inflation in the eurozone. 

The divergence across eurozone countries is high, with headline inflation ranging from -2.4% YoY in 

Greece to 1.6% YoY in Germany and the Netherlands 

 
 

While the rising inflation is good news from ECB’s perspective, this wide divergence is not going to 

make its life any easy. 

Looking ahead, for eurozone inflation, the only way is up. In fact, there will be a series of one-off 

factors pushing up headline inflation. In the short run, it will mainly by higher energy prices driving 

this. But when economies reopen, price mark-ups in sectors most hit by the lockdowns will also add 

to upward pressure on inflation. 

Taking all these factors into account, headline inflation could eventually even touch the 2% level this 

year. In the month of December, the ECB had forecasted the headline inflation to be at 0.4% in the 

first quarter, accelerating to 1.5% in the fourth quarter - a highly unlikely outcome. Instead, it looks 

as if this year will be the first year in a long while in which the ECB’s inflation projections will turn 

out to have been too pessimistic, rather than too optimistic. 

 

Fed to keep loose monetary policy 

Jerome Powell's testimony surrounding monetary policy conveys a message of cautious optimism, 

but commits the Federal Reserve to ongoing ultra-loose monetary policy. The key passage is that 

"The economy is a long way from our employment and inflation goals, and it is likely to take some 
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time for substantial further progress to be achieved". Consequently, there is little sign they are 

preparing us for an imminent QE taper. 

Moreover, the testimony reiterates that the Fed's new strategy includes a greater emphasis on 

maximum employment being a "broad and inclusive" goal – thereby meaning the labour market will 

be allowed to run hotter to ensure all in society benefit. 

There is a heavy emphasis on the change to the Fed’s inflation goal, which is now to ensure it 

"averages 2% over time". While there is little description of how the Fed sees inflation evolving 

Powell suggests policy will focus on ensuring inflation expectations remain anchored. 

 

Fed’s Balance Sheet – Assets ($ trillion) 

 
A week gone by – In Charts 

 

S&P 500 returns  

Breaking all the records with 75% gain since March 2020, dwarfing all previous ones at this stage of 

the cycle since 1030s 
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Gold ETF flows 

 

 
 

 

Commodity Index and Copper Prices 
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Euro zone Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP) 

 

 
 

US Weekly Jobless Claims 

 

 
 

 

Swiss GDP 
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What to expect in coming week? 

 

Date Country / Region Event 

1st March 
China, Euro zone, 
Germany and US 

Manufacturing Data 

2nd March 

Australia Reserve Bank of Australia Monetary policy meeting 

Euro Zone Inflation – CPI 

Canada GDP 

5th March US Non-farm payrolls and Unemployment Rate 
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DISCLAIMER: PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: Any information provided is for analysis and educational and illustrative purposes only. 

Future, options, stocks, forex and swap trading involves sensational risk and is not suitable for every investor. The valuation of future, 

options, stocks, forex and swaps may fluctuate and as a result, traders may loss more than their original investments. In no event 

should this content be construed as an express or an implied promise, guarantee by or from us that you will profit or that loss can or 

will be limited in any manner whatsoever. Past results are no indication of future performance. Information provided in this document 

is intended solely for information purposes and is obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed. 

It is being provided merely to provide a framework to assist in the implementation of an investor’s own analysis and an investor’s own 

view on the topic discussed herein. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment loss.  

Source: Bloomberg.com, Investing.com, reuters.com, thehindubusinessline.com, livemint.com, ft.com, cnbc.com, oilprice.com, 

gulfnews.com, Bloomberquint.com, moneycontrol.com, Nikkei.com 


